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Proteins containing carboxylate-bridged binuclear iron centers are
members of a class of enzymes that activate dioxygen for subsequent
oxidation and oxygenation chemistry.1 Well-studied members of this
superfamily are soluble methane monooxygenase (sMMO) that
oxidizes methane to methanol,2 the ribonucleotide reductase R2 subunit
(R2) that generates a tyrosyl radical essential for the reduction of
ribonucleotides to deoxyribonucleotides in DNA biosynthesis,3 and
stearoyl-ACP ∆9 desaturase (∆9D)4 that introduces a double bond into
saturated fatty acids.5 Despite differences in their overall structures
and chemistry, dioxygen activation by these enzymes occurs at a
nonheme diiron site that is supported by 2 histidines and 4 carboxylate
ligands where, typically, a kinetically labile biferric-peroxo intermediate
forms when O2 reacts with the biferrous cofactor, followed by O-O
bond cleavage and formation of high valent intermediates believed to
be the reactive oxidants in at least MMO and R2. Despite these
similarities, there are remarkable chemical differences among these
enzymes. Understanding how these differences emerge and providing
the basis for diverse catalytic pathways while preserving commonalities
remains to be achieved. Furthermore the structures and the energetics
of many of the intermediates and transition states within the catalytic
cycles are controversial.6–8

To simplify and understand the mechanisms of enzymatic reactions
at the diiron centers in a protein environment we have taken the
approach of examining oxygen-activating reactions at the diiron center
in our designed model system, the due ferri (DF) scaffold.9–16 The
DF scaffold is a simplified model of the natural enzymes, where the
diiron site is housed within a four-helix bundle consisting of four
carboxylate and two His ligands. Although our DF scaffold does not
contain enzyme specific cofactor-tuning components, it has com-
monalities with the natural systems. Therefore, the reaction with ferrous
ions and oxygen is expected to have functionally simplified properties
that are common to the nonheme diiron carboxylate enzymes and can
be used to identify properties that differentiate the members of this
superfamily of enzymes from one another. The DF scaffold has the
advantage over small molecule model complexes of reproducing the
actual ligand set and sterically eliminating disproportination of
intermediates.

To explore O2 reactivity with our de novo designed DF proteins,
we start with the simplest reaction common with other diiron proteins,
the ferroxidase reaction. In these substrate-independent reactions, the
biferrous form of the enzymes react with O2 to generate putative biferric
µ-hydroxo/oxo adducts. Herein we present the reactivity of the single
chain DF protein (DFsc) and the coordinating amino acid variant
DFscE11D. In previous studies of dimeric and tetrameric DF proteins
we observed rapid formation of a biferric-oxo species that displays
LMCT bands at 300 and 325 nm with extinction coefficients of 3240

and 2400 M-1 cm-1, >respectively.10,14,15,17 These values are in
agreement with the ferroxidase sites of ferritin and other diiron
proteins.18–21 In the DFsc monomeric analogues the reaction of O2

with either the FeII preloaded or aerobically added produces a distinct
species with a λmax of 520 nm (19230 cm-1) (insets of Figure 1).
Similarly species have occasionally been observed in some variants
of previous designs in DF2 and DFtet.22

Kinetic studies showed that starting the reaction by addition of
ferrous iron aerobically results in differences in the rate of formation
of the 520 nm species between DFsc (t1/2 ≈ 200 s) and DFscE11D
(t1/2 ≈ 2200 s); this reflects differences in iron loading kinetics between
the variants (Figure S1). When FeII is anaerobically preloaded into
the peptides, rates of formation of the 520 nm species upon O2 exposure
are increased and within a factor of 2 of each other (vide infra). These
differences in iron loading mask the actual reactivity of the cofactor
site. Thus, the Fe preloaded complexes were chosen for further kinetic
study.

The protein-iron complex was prepared anaerobically, and O2-
saturated buffer was added to the biferrous complex, in a double-mixing
stopped-flow reaction (Figure 1). A two phase model could not
accurately reproduce the data (Figure S2). The observed kinetic
behavior requires three phases (model shown in Figure 1) consisting
of a formation phase and two subsequent phases. This model, where
only B and C absorb at 520 nm (with the same extinction coefficient
since full specta taken near the beginning and end of the k2 phase
overlay, Figure S3), well reproduces the observed kinetics. Parameters
from this model that give realistic estimates for ε520nm are: k1 ) 2.1 (
0.1, k2 ) 0.0049 ( 0.0006 and k3 ) 0.017 ( 0.002 s-1 with ε520nm )
1213 ( 25 M-1 cm-1 (for both B and C) for DFsc, and k1 ) 4.4 (
0.3, k2 ) 0.005 ( 0.002 and k3 ) 0.0029 ( 0.0004 s-1 with ε520nm )
1043 ( 16 M-1 cm-1 (both B and C) for DFscE11D. The rate of
formation is linearly dependent on O2 concentration (up to saturation
at 25 °C) and reflects O2 reacting with the biferrous site which is
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Figure 1 Log of kinetics of O2 reaction of biferrous loaded peptides. Reaction
was monitored at 520 nm for DFsc (black) and DFscE11D (blue). Solid lines
are three phase fits with parameters given in the text. Inserts show full spectrum
development of the 520 nm band. Experimental details are given in the
Supporting Information.
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directly comparable to the O2 reactions of the binuclear nonheme iron
enzymes. The k3 phase represents loss of the biferric cluster (produced
in the O2 reaction) from the peptide resulting in precipitated iron
products. While the k2 phase may reflect relaxation of the DFsc scaffold
subsequent to the formation of an Fe-O(phenolate) bond (vide infra),
as this phase is lacking in a Y51 variant.23

The rates for the formation of the 520 nm species (k1) are 3 orders
of magnitude faster then the rates of formation for the biferric-oxo
bridge species in the A2B2 DF systems24 but similar to E. coli R2
(∼1 s-1),25 suggesting that the diiron site in DFsc is quite accessible
to dioxygen and ready for rapid reaction. The 520 nm species formed
in DFscE11D is more stable with respect to loss of FeIII (vide supra)
and displayed more intense resonance Raman (rR) features enabling
the absorption band to be profiled.

rR spectroscopy was used to characterize the 520 nm species in
DFsc and DFscE11D (Figure 2). Both spectra, taken with 530 nm
laser excitation, exhibit highly similar resonance enhanced vibrations
(based on loss of these features in spectra taken off-resonance at 752
nm excitation). The intensity pattern and energy of the bands at 1178,
1279, 1502, and 1602 cm-1 (labeled for DFscE11D in Figure 2)
correlate well with δC-H, υC-O, υC-C, and υC-C modes, respectively,
of a phenolate bound to FeIII, and the features at 841 and 889 cm-1

are assigned as a metal-coordinated tyrosyl Fermi doublet, frequently
observed in the rR spectra from tyrfFeIII charge transfer transitions
in enzymes such as purple acid phosphatase and catechol 1,2-dioxy-
genase.26–28 No isotope shift was observed for these features using
either 18O2 or H2

18O (data not shown) thus confirming that these
vibrations are associated with coordination of a tyr residue producing
a tyrfFeIII CT. Since at low temperature the 520 nm species does
not show a MCD signal (Figure S4) the oxidized site must be
diamagnetic and consist of two antiferromagnetically coupled ferric
ions. Thus oxidation of the biferrous DFsc cofactor site produces a
tyrosine-bound biferric site.

In the diZn-DFsc NMR29 structure two tyrosine residues (Y18 and
Y51) are present in close proximity to the cofactor site. Therefore, in
principle, either or both could coordinate terminally to a ferric center.
Coordination of two to one iron or bridging would require extensive
changes in the secondary structure of the peptide. Two resonance
enhanced vibrations are observed at 563 and 587 cm-1 (in the O-FeIII

stretch region) and one could derive from each Fe-O(pheno-
late) mode or both could be due to one Fe-O(phenolate) vibration
split by Fermi resonance. To determine if one or two tyr residues are
bound to the ferric centers in the oxidized species, the excitation profile
of the 520nm band in DFscE11D was determined (inset Figure 2).
The 563, 587, 1179 and 1278 cm-1 modes all profile together across
the absorption band in a manner consistent with only one phenolate
to ferric CT. Therefore, upon exposure to dioxygen either Y18 or Y51,

but not both, binds terminally to a ferric center at a biferric oxidized
site. Preliminary results on DFsc variants show that Y51 is bound in
the biferric state.23

These de novo designed preloaded cofactor sites react with O2 at a
rate similar to that of the biferrous site of R2. However, the species
formed is not an oxygen intermediate but an oxidized biferric site with
one nearby tyr of the protein coordinated terminally. This indicates
that while the initial reaction reduces O2 to a putative peroxide level
intermediate, this is rapidly lost leaving a tyr coordinated, oxidized
biferric site. Spectroscopic evidence shows that no tyr residue is
coordinated in the biferrous state.23 Thus phenol coordination to the
oxidized site would provide a H+ to promote loss of H2O2, similar to
the ferroxidase reaction observed in the early stage of the biferrous
M-ferritin reaction with O2. Studies are underway to further understand
this reaction and to eliminate the appropriate tyr from the scaffold.
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Figure 2 Resonance Raman spectra of O2 reacted DFsc (black) and DFsc-
E11D (blue). Spectra were obtained with 530 nm laser excitation and the specifics
of experiment are in Supporting Information. Inset shows enhancement profiles
for DFscE11D of the labeled features as a function of excitation energy.
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